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Abstract 

Video forensics experts need to explain video evidence presented in court. However, there is 

no established method to explain whether a certain feature of a video is real or a result of 

compression. This paper proposes a tool to visualize how parts of a video were encoded and 

show whether video artifacts are due to coding or actual features. This research also extends to 

Deepfake video analysis. 
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1 Introduction 

Video data would be massive if saved without any processing, so it is necessary to compress it 

to be easily stored, sent, and received. There are two types of compression techniques, which 

are lossless compression and lossy compression.  

Lossless compression organizes redundancy in data. Since no information is lost after 

compression, it is used for numerical data, documents, programs, and other data whose contents 

must not change. 

Lossy compression uses a technique that reduces the file size by discarding less critical 

information and is often used for video data, discarding information which the eye and brain 

does not normally care about in casual viewing. This can cause significant challenges when 

such compression is used in video as evidence.  

If the compressed data fails to generate enough data to reproduce the original video, artifacts 

such as distortions that were not present in the original video may appear. It is also recognized 

that compression distorts spatial artifacts of interest, such as faces and license plates Although 

there is a lot of literature on video compression artifacts, Zeng K et al. review the perceptual 

artifacts caused by video compression in modern video coding techniques and organize the 

spatial and temporal perceptual distortions commonly observed in compressed video.[1]  

1.1 Problem statement 

Video forensics experts need to explain the artifacts in the video evidence presented in court to 

the jury. Non-experts cannot determine whether the vertical lines on a car door or the outline 

of a suspect's nose are real or an illusion created by artifacts. These features in the video footage 

may affect the verdict. However, there are no established means of efficiently explaining the 

artifact to non-experts in a limited amount of time.  
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1.2 Purpose statement 

The primary goal of this research is to find out how the features in the video were generated. 

To solve this problem, I developed a specialist visualization tool that loads a video, visualizes 

video coding parameters such as motion vectors and macroblocks, and analyzes features in the 

frame, parsing the movements of video encoding parameters. Developing a scaled-up or 

automated product is not the goal of this research. The purpose, rather, is for an expert examiner 

to dissect video data structure. 

The videos used in the study were limited to those encoded in MPEG-4, one of the most 

commonly and widely deployed video and audio compression standards, with a resolution of 

1920×1080 pixels. 1All the videos were available for free on the Internet. 

Compression artifacts to be analyzed were limited to repetition artifacts due to motion vectors, 

shape distortion artifacts due to approximation of residual block coding, and optical artifacts 

in low light due to long exposure. Regarding the development of tools, we do not use advanced 

techniques for visualization because we expect to use tens to hundreds of frames (up to one 

minute) of video in this study. Also, for security and privacy reasons, the tool was designed to 

work only in the local environment of the forensic expert's PC or laptop. 

1.3 Overview of the thesis 

This paper mainly presents the prototype tool. After introducing the literature review (Section 

2), the mechanism of the video compression process is explained (Section 3). Then, I describe 

an overview of the prototype tools employed and the functions (Section 4) and show analysis 

using the prototype tool (Sections 5 and 6). Finally, I conclude by presenting the current 

limitation of the prototype tool and the future of the prototype tool. 

 
1 https://www.pexels.com/videos/ 
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2 Literature review 

The following papers outlined below are some of the more recent works or information in (1) 

Video forensics, (2) Video analysis software, (3) FFmpeg toolbox, and (4) Forensic science in 

criminal court. 

2.1 Video forensics 

Video forensics has many unanswered research questions because the compression process on 

video data erases traces of tampering and makes it impossible to recover the processing history.   

Milani S et al. presented a method for detecting macroblocks, estimating motion vectors, and 

analyzing the number of compressions as coding information of a video.[2] Many studies have 

also been reported on detecting double compression in a video, as it can reveal part of the 

processing history of the video.[3,4,5] Furthermore, Wang and Farid showed that recompression 

after deleting or adding frames results in detectable artifacts in MPEG video.[6] Stamm et al. 

proposed an anti-forensic technique based on this work.[7] 

Research on digital video forgery detection can be categorized into spatial and temporal 

domains. For forgery detection in the spatial domain, Kobayashi et al. proposed a method to 

identify the tampered area by determining the characteristics of compression artifacts for each 

pixel value in a stationary frame.[8] Furthermore, Zhou et al. proposed a method to detect 

tampered regions by pre-extracting features in an I-frame using the discrete cosine 

transform.[9] For forgery detection in the temporal domain, Dong et al. and Su et al. proposed 

a method to detect video tampering by using artifacts generated by blocking artifacts 

propagating from the I-frame to subsequent frames.[10,11] 
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In video forensics, there is much research on video tampering detection to verify the 

authenticity of video images. However, virtually no papers analyze whether artifacts in the 

video are caused by video coding in the context of digital forensics analysis. 

2.2 Video analysis software 

Jerian M et al. developed an image processing software for analyzing crime scene videos and 

images. The tool can read the writing on a car license plate through frame averaging, display 

images clearly, and remove compression artifacts.[12] Al Ameen Z et al. describe several 

software applications that remove these artifacts to address the problem that important 

information present in an image can be hidden by artifacts (image noise, lighting defects, 

blurring). It also introduces tools for visibility enhancement and tamper detection.[13] The 

paper mentions Amped five, a forensic image and video enhancement software developed by 

Amped software, and Amped Authenticate, photo analysis and tamper detection software.[14] 

However, there were no papers on tools to analyze how artifacts in a video are created. 

2.3 FFmpeg toolbox 

I examined papers on video analysis systems that use FFmpeg, free software for recording, 

converting, and playing video and audio. Lei X et al, introduces the design and implementation 

of video stream analysis system by using FFMPEG.[15] Ryu C et al. proposed an extensible 

video processing framework that modifies the FFmpeg library to optimize it for the Hadoop 

environment.[16] Zeng H et al. used FFmpeg to encode/decode H264 and HEVC video, and to 

achieve format-to-format conversion between H264 and HEVC formats.[17] 
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2.4 Forensic science in criminal court 

In 2016, the President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) released a 

report on the use of forensic analysis and expertise in criminal trials.[18] The report explains 

the scientific validity of feature-comparison methods used in DNA analysis, fingerprint 

analysis, and firearms analysis, and so on. 

PCAST argued that feature-comparison methods belong to the scientific field of metrology 

(measurement science). The methods can be considered valid if they adhere to the standards 

set by PCAST and that error rates can only be established using properly designed studies. 

However, in 2021, the U.S. Department of Justice refuted these claims.[19] First, the feature 

comparison method as currently practiced relies on the subjective judgment of the analyst 

rather than scientific analysis and mathematical calculation and does not belong to metrology. 

In addition, PCAST's claim that feature-comparison methods can be validated using the 

standards set by PCAST is inconsistent with international standards. There are no single 

accepted means of validating scientific methods. Finally, error rates are related to the 

assumptions, choices, and conditions of the experiment, and it is not scientifically valid to 

generalize to the scenario set forth by PCAST. 

This tool aims to assist a video analyst in dissecting the construction of a video of interest. It is 

not satisfactory for a subjective interpretation concerning the content of a video if the 

limitations of its encoding, and the resultant distortions and artifacts, cannot be established. 

Therefore, considering the current background on evidence analysis in criminal trials, the 

development of the video forensics tool conducted in this study is significant. 
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3 How video compression works 

Lossy compression introduces some unique ways to remove unnecessary information and 

redundancy from data efficiently.  

First, color information is replaced with less informative pixel value because the human eye is 

sensitive to brightness (luminance) but less sensitive to color (chrominance). Second, a video 

appears to be moving by displaying a series of still images called "frames." There is temporal 

repetition with only slight changes in the image between some successive frames. There is also 

spatial repetition within each frame with the same or similar colors used in many areas. All 

these can be removed as redundancy. 

These methods are called inter-frame prediction and intra-frame prediction, respectively, and 

are the underlying techniques of current video compression technologies.  

3.1 Inter-frame prediction 

Inter-frame prediction is a technique to improve coding efficiency by removing redundancy 

that exists between successive frames. In this technique, the pixel value at the same position in 

the previous frame is used as the predicted value of the pixel value in the target frame. 

3.1.1 Motion compensation 

The simple frame-to-frame prediction described above alone cannot be compressed efficiently 

because the amount of information becomes too large when camera work or object motion is 

included. Motion compensation is the process of calculating the motion vectors (horizontal and 

vertical displacements) of the areas where objects have moved in the frames before and after 

the target frame and creating a predictive frame from the target frame and the motion vectors. 

This method compresses only the difference between the predicted frame and the actual image,  
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thereby achieving an efficient compression process. Figure 1 shows an example of motion 

compensation. 

 

Figure 1 Example of motion compensation 

3.1.2 Motion vector estimation 

This section explains how to detect motion vectors in a frame. First, pixel values (16 x 16 = 

256 pixels) in a 16 x 16 area (macroblock) at the same coordinates in the target frame and 

reference frame are compared, and the sum of the absolute differences is calculated (or some 

other value such as mean square error). Second, while shifting the macroblock position in the 

reference frame one by one, the macroblock in the target frame is compared with the pixel 

value of the macroblock in the entire reference frame. Then, the macroblock position for which 

the sum of the differences in pixel values with the macroblock in the reference frame is the 

smallest is used as the motion vector in a certain target frame. The same calculation is 

performed for all macroblocks in the target frame. Figure 2 shows an example of motion vector 

estimation. 
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Figure 2 Example of motion vector estimation 

As shown in Figure 3, a region of a macroblock can be coded by dividing it into two 16×8, two 

8×16, or four 8×8 regions in addition to one 16×16. Also, an 8×8 block can be encoded as one 

8×8, two 4×8, two 8×4, or four 4×4 sub-blocks.[20] This method increases the amount of 

computation but allows for more precise motion compensation. 

 

Figure 3 Example of macroblock partitions for motion compensation 

Since motion vector estimation is a large part of the video coding process, various algorithms 

have been researched and developed to reduce its computational complexity. Sorell M 

proposed a new method to identify motion vector estimation algorithms and use them as 

fingerprints in the source firmware or software in terms of video forensics.[21] 
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3.1.3 Frame types 

In MPEG4 video, target frames are classified into three types. As shown in Figure 4, I-frames, 

P-frames, and B-frames, and a set of consecutive frames containing one I-frame is called a 

GOP (Group of Picture). 

P-frame is a frame predicted by motion compensation referring to a past frame. B-frame is a 

frame predicted by motion compensation from two frames, one in the past and one in the future, 

and the prediction accuracy is improved by referencing from both directions. An I-frame does 

not perform inter-frame prediction and has complete information without depending on other 

frames. The frame is referenced when accurate decoding is not possible due to transmission 

errors.  

 

Figure 4 Group of Picture (GOP) 

3.2 Intra-frame prediction 

The adjacent pixels in a frame are often almost identical, and such redundancy is compressed 

by encoding the difference in pixel value between the specific area. This method is called intra-

frame prediction. MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 divides the pixel values in the target frame into 16×16 

macroblocks and 4×4 subblocks and predicts target pixel values from the encoded pixel values 

in the adjacent blocks. 

As shown in Figure5, in intra-prediction with 4×4 sub-blocks, pixel values in the target sub-

block are predicted from the values of four pixels in the left block (I, J, K, L), four pixels in the 
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upper block (A, B, C, D), four pixels in the upper right block (E, F, G, H), and one pixel in the 

upper left block (M). There are nine prediction modes and smaller numbers are assigned in 

order of the prediction method with the highest frequency of occurrence. DC applies the 

average value of 8 pixels (A, B, C, D, I, J, K, L) to the target block.[22] Similarly, intra 

prediction of 16×16 macroblock has four prediction modes as shown in Figure 6, which are not 

as accurate as 4×4-pixel intra prediction but are effective for predicting flat images and require 

fewer bits.  

 

Figure 5 Intra 4×4 prediction modes 

 

Figure 6 Intra 16×16 prediction modes 
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4 Prototype tool 

The forensic video expert needs to understand the details of the components of the video. 

However, it is difficult to explain everything mentioned in the previous chapter in a court of 

law and make it understandable to a non-expert in a limited amount of time. It would help 

forensic video experts if they could visualize how an image is coded with one tool. 

To solve this problem, I chose PyQt as the development environment. [23,24] First of all, it is 

environment-independent and can run on Mac, Windows, and Linux without any individual 

support. Secondly, since it is programmed in Python, even those with low programming skills 

can understand and manage it. All functions are documented, and the code is not difficult to 

customize with a wide variety of GUI widgets and features. It is possible to extend the functions 

using various machine learning frameworks such as "numpy" and "pandas." Also, FFmpeg, 

open-source software that encodes and decodes multimedia such as video and audio, is used 

for some functions. [25,26,27]  

This chapter demonstrates the prototype tool's function with some examples. The tool consists 

of a "Video Player" for video analysis and an "Image Player" for image analysis. The video 

player can video playback, macroblock processing, motion vector processing, and frame 

segmentation. The image player can image display, frame prediction, mean square error (MSE) 

comparison, and motion vector field visualization. Figure 7 shows the operation screen of the 

proposed tool as an example. The source code and documentation guide are available in 

GitHub.[28] 
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Figure 7 Screenshot of the proposed tool 
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4.1 Video Player 

Video is composed of many frames, and complex compression techniques are used, but it is 

impossible to understand the mechanism just by looking at it. The "video player" can visualize 

the coding information and structure of the video, and these functions were implemented using 

the FFmpeg functions; one function can also be output in text format for analysis.  

4.1.1 MB 

The MB function is to visualize the macroblocks for all frames of a video. This function's 

purpose is to show how a certain video and a frame were coded. Figure 8 shows an example of 

macroblock visualization. The user can identify the coding mechanism of each macroblock by 

analyzing the displayed chrominance. 

 

Figure 8 Example of macroblock visualization 
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Table 1 shows the types of macroblocks, their coding chrominance, and symbols.[29, 30] 

According to this figure, we can see that most of the frames in Figure 8 were predicted from 

the previous frame. Sub-blocks were also used in some of them. Also, 4×4 Intra prediction is 

mainly used for the hands. 

 

Table 1 Possible colors and the associated macroblock types 

4.1.2 MB info 

As shown in Figure 9, the MB info function outputs all macroblock information in a P-frame 

to a text file with symbols representing how each block is coded. Each symbol corresponds to 

a 16×16 macroblock. In other words, a frame size of 1920×1080 would display 8160 symbols. 

The part that was predicted from the past frame or future frame may show two symbols (>+, 

>-, >|) on it. These symbols indicate that inter-frame prediction was performed using sub-

blocks, as shown in the previous chapter. 
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Figure 9 Example of macroblock information 

4.1.3 MV 

The MV function visualizes the motion vectors for every frame of the video. Figure 10 shows 

one frame of a video, and many motion vectors can be seen in a man’s hand. The example 

indicates movement from a previous frame. On the other hand, there are fewer motion vectors 

in the motionless background.  
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Figure 10 Example of motion vector visualization 

4.1.4 Video segmentation 

The Video segmentation function divides the video into frames and outputs a text file that 

aggregates the frame information. When the user enters a frame name, the frame number will 

be automatically added and saved. (Figure 11) For example, the number 1 is added to the first 

frame (sample.00001.jpg). This is also useful for dividing a video with visualized macro blocks 

and motion vectors into frames. Figure 12 shows the extracted frame information from the 

output text file for frames 1 through 5 that make up a GOP. It contains frame type and frame 

size, and the "coded_picture_number" indicates in which order each frame was coded. 

According to the text file, these five frames were encoded in the order 1, 5, 3, 2, 4. 
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Figure 11 Example of video segmentation function 1 
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Figure12 Example of video segmentation function 2 
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4.2 Image Player 

The "Image Player" has some useful functions for analyzing frames.  

4.2.1 Load image 

The Load image function displays the image and allows the user to zoom in and out on a 

specific area. Figure 13 shows the frame with the macroblock visualized. Figure 14 shows an 

enlargement of the hand part of the frame. This frame can be identified as frame B because 

macroblocks of fingers refer to past and future frames. Figure 15 shows the frame with the 

motion vectors visualized. This example shows that the hand has moved to the lower right 

corner from the past frame. 

 

Figure13 Example of load image function 1 
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Figure14 Example of load image function 2 

 

Figure15 Example of load image function 3 
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4.2.2 MV field 

The MV Field function calculates the gradient of adjacent pixel data in a frame and displays 

its magnitude and direction in a vector field. This function visualizes the coding mechanism by 

intra-frame prediction, which shows the correlation of pixel values in a particular space within 

a frame. It can also zoom in on an arbitrary area. Figure 16 and Figure 17 show an example of 

a motion vector field. The motion from the reference pixel is shown as a red vector, which 

allows the user to obtain a motion vector field with high spatial resolution. 

 

Figure16 Example of motion vector field function 1 
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Figure17 Example of motion vector field function 2 

4.2.3 Frame prediction 

The Frame Prediction feature allows users to generate a predictive image of the target frame 

from a reference frame. The user can analyze the differences found between the vector-encoded 

approximate frame and the original frame. However, this function requires the user to extract 
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the motion vector data between the target frame and the reference frame using an application 

called 2MV-Tractus. [31] 

Figure 18 is an example of the frame-to-frame motion vector data output by MV-Tractus. The 

motion vector data on the left shows that the 16x16 macroblock region centered at (x,y)=(24,8) 

has not changed. On the other hand, in another motion vector data, we can see that the 16x16 

macroblock region centered at (x,y)=(38,8) in the reference frame has changed to (x,y)=(40,8) 

in the source frame. For "Source," -1 indicates a move from a past frame, and 1 indicates a 

move from a future frame. 

  

Figure18 Motion vector data 

The prediction frame is generated by moving all the macroblocks in the reference frame based 

on the motion vector coordinates described above. Since the prediction frame is not adjusted 

for residual errors, features that are not present in the original image may appear. Figure 19 

shows the original frame, and Figure 20 shows the predicted frame. 

 

 
2 https://github.com/jishnujayakumar/MV-Tractus 
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Figure19 Example of original frame 

 

Figure20 Example of predicted frame 

4.2.4 MSE visualization 

The MSE visualization function numerically evaluates the similarity between the predicted 

frame and the original image by comparing two frames and calculating the MSE of the pixel 

values of the macroblocks at the same coordinates.  
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The MSE is visualized on the prediction frame according to its value. The smaller the MSE, 

the closer the image is to the original. Figure 21 shows an example of visualizing the MSE by 

comparing Figure 19 with Figure 20: blue if the MSE is 0, green if the MSE is between 1 and 

500, and red otherwise. The red areas have discontinuities in the pixel values for reasons that 

are not immediately clear. 

 

Figure21 Example of MSE visualization function 

4.2.5 MSE/MPE calculation 

The MSE/MPE calculation function outputs three types of information to a text file: 

macroblock coding information, MSE, and maximum pixel error (MPE). The maximum pixel 

error is the value obtained by subtracting the minimum pixel value from the maximum pixel 

value; for a 16x16 macroblock, the MPE is calculated by comparing 256 pixel values. 
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5 Experimental results and discussion 

The previous chapter described the functions of the prototype tool. This chapter presents the 

procedure for analyzing frames using the prototype tool.  

5.1 Target Frame Selection 

First, the video was divided into frames using the video division function, and the target frame 

was selected from the frame information. (Figure 22) 

Next, macroblocks were visualized in the same video using the MB and MB information 

functions, and the coding information of the macroblocks was output as a text file. The video 

segmentation function was used to divide the video in which macroblocks were visualized into 

frames. Figure 23 shows the target frame with the macroblock visualized. 

Finally, the information about the target frame was extracted from the text file containing the 

macro block's coding information. (Figure 24) 

 

Figure 22 Example of target frame 
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Figure 23 Example of target frame with the macroblock visualized. 

 

Figure 24 Example of coding information of the target frame 

5.2 MSE visualization 

After extracting the motion vector data, the Frame prediction function is used to generate the 

target frame's predicted image. Then, to get the difference between the original frame and the 

predicted image, the MSE visualization function checks where the difference in pixel values 

between the two frames is large. Figure 25 shows the area where the MSE is 501 or higher in 

red. Figure 26 shows the area where the MSE is 1001 or higher in red. The two frames show 
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that the predicted frame differs from the original frame in the background buildings, the small 

ship, the ferry hull, and near the waves at the hull's rear. 

 

Figure 25 Example of MSE visualization 1 

 

Figure 26 Example of MSE visualization 2 
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5.3 Analysis of MSE and MPE 

The information of MSE and MPE between the reference frame and the prediction frame was 

output, and the relationship between them was analyzed. 

The MSE and MPE values are expected to be large in areas where pixel value discontinuities 

exist, and we analyzed how the macroblocks in those areas are coded. Figure 27 and Figure 28 

are a cumulative scatter plot that classifies MSE and MPE, the difference between the target 

frame and its predicted frame, based on the coding information of the macroblock. The two 

scatter plots have the number of elements on the vertical axis and MSE or MPE on the 

horizontal axis. From these scatter plots, we can see that the number of macroblocks encoded 

by interframe prediction with sub-blocks is less than that of intra-frame prediction or standard 

interframe prediction, but the MSE and MPE are large. 

Figure 23 shows that many inter-frame predictions using sub-blocks are used in areas where 

the MSE is large. Therefore, we can assume that the discrepancy between the pixel values and 

the predicted image occurred because a more precise inter-frame prediction was used in the 

original frame. 
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Figure 27 Cumulative scatter plot of MSE classified by macroblock symbols. 

 

Figure 28 Cumulative scatter plot of MPE classified by macroblock symbols. 
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6 Deepfake analysis 

Deepfake videos may produce inconsistent points in the frame.[32] This chapter examines the 

ability to identify tampered areas in an image when analyzing a Deepfake video using a 

prototype tool. Using 3DeepFaceLab, a software for creating Deepfake, we created a Deepfake 

video and split it into frames. The analysis procedures are the same as those presented in the 

previous chapter. 

Comparing the frame structure of the original video and the deep fake video, the total number 

of frames was the same, but there were differences in the B-frames at the first and last GOP. 

(Table 2, 3)  

 

Table 2 Comparison of the first GOP. 

 

Table 3 Comparison of the last GOP 

The following shows the original frame (Figure 29), the predicted frame (Figure 30), the 

original frame with macroblock visualization (Figure 31), and the frame with MSE 

visualization (Figure 32). Figure 32 visualizes the areas with MSEs of 501 or higher in red. 

 

 

 
3 https://github.com/iperov/DeepFaceLab 
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Figure 29 Example of original frame (Deepfake) 

 

Figure 30 Example of predicted frame (Deepfake) 
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Figure 31 Example of macroblock visualization (Deepfake) 

 

Figure 32 Example of MSE visualization (Deepfake) 

Interestingly, while the number of elements in the region predicted using sub-blocks of past 

frames was 1773, the number of macroblocks using intra-frame prediction was 4036, 

accounting for half of the macroblocks in the frame. Compared to Fig. 27, the MSE is 

exceptionally large for all macroblock coding, and the maximum MSE and MPE of the 

macroblock using intra-frame prediction is higher than the other macroblocks, suggesting that 
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some discontinuity occurs in the area using intra-frame. Since this original frame is a P-frame, 

it is unnatural that intra-frames are used for most of the male subject's face and body. (Figure 

33, 34) In this analysis, the anomaly was inferred from the unnatural bias of the frame's coding 

information. 

 

Figure 33 Cumulative scatter plot of MSE classified by macroblock symbols (Deepfake) 

 

Figure 34 Cumulative scatter plot of MPE classified by macroblock symbols (Deepfake) 
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The important point in this chapter is that the data structure of the original video and the 

Deepfake video is different. If an adversary can characterize the source video data structure, 

he/she can mimic the source video data structure. It has significant implications for source 

codec identification, such as provenance analysis. Similarly, if the Deepfake video can be 

encoded with the same structure as the original video, it will be harder to detect the modified 

video. 

For future work, I will consider using my tool to analyze the structure of the source video and 

generate a Deepfake that is encoded in a way that is consistent with the source video. If 

successful, this technique may be used as an anti-forensic tool by bypassing the detection of 

video structure changes. 
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7 Conclusion 

This paper proposed a new environment for analyzing how a particular area in a video was 

coded. Video forensics experts will be able to analyze and explain whether the features in a 

video are authentic or contain compression artifacts. PyQt was chosen as the development 

platform because of its advanced features, ease of programming, and easily modify it. The 

prototype tool developed provides different types of data (still images, video, macroblock 

processing, motion vectors), automatic creation of text files, and another function. However, it 

currently relies on other software to extract motion vectors between frames and cannot 

automatically analyze videos or images. 

Gloe et al. showed that the structure of video file containers differed among media devices such 

as digital cameras and cell phones.[33] Luliani et al. also showed that the video container 

structure changes when any manipulation is applied to the original video in a video file 

container such as MP4.[34]  

If the prototype tool can visualize the structure of video file containers, it could be used for 

video provenance analysis and Deepfake detection. 
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